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The Notice seeks information on payer incentives and the feasibility of implementation of interventions that can be
applied to reducing the prescription drug crisis. Innovative packaging that reduces opioid misuse can generate
significant economic benefit by reducing the excess medical costs consequential to abuse and fraud. Outcomes
improving financial returns for private and public healthcare payers will drive implementation of an evidence-based drug
safety system.
Divert-X – the dispensing and behavioral monitoring system under development by Vatex – tackles prescription
medication abuse by seeking to separate authentic patients from those who are exaggerating the intensity and duration
of symptoms. Those who subvert the system to feed an addiction or sell their medications are far less likely to
demonstrate the spectrum of dosing behaviors exhibited by compliant, authentic patients. A healthcare insurer has
permitted Vatex to pilot Divert-X in a region it serves so that Vatex can demonstrate the efficacy of the intervention via
robust science.
The insurance community - private, Medicare, Medicaid, workers’
“abuse and fraud can be
compensation, self-insured employers, and VA - will be the customer base
estimated to cause an
for Divert-X. The market for an IT service to infer patient behavior towards
opiates and other Controlled Substances and to provide actionable
average hidden cost
information must be developed. Vatex expects that data from Divert-X pilots
burden of $500 in excess
will successfully demonstrate the identification of anomalous patient
behaviors and reduction in the misuse and diversion of medications. This will
medical spending added
allow an estimate to be made quantifying the economic benefit from the
to every prescription.”
introduction of Divert-X. The economic outcome will be used to petition
medical insurance companies and government payers that the use of the system will generate significant healthcare
savings for their organizations.
Currently there are no technology-driven methods to differentiate between legitimate opiate patients and those abusing
and diverting. Without effective tools, medical practice involving Controlled Substances has devolved to speculative,
ineffective patient profiling (1-5), spawning numerous lawsuits and administrative actions (6-9), documented discussion
of how to lie to patients (10-12), public battles between pharmacy and physician groups (13-15), and uncertainty
expressed by DEA in court regarding how to establish the legitimacy of prescriptions (16). In the 2011 Government
Accounting Office publication ‘Prescription Pain Reliever Abuse’ (17), DEA officials report that “based on the available
prescription and sales data, there is no method to calculate which prescriptions are issued for a legitimate medical
purpose by a practitioner acting in the usual course of professional practice and which are not.” As a result of the
inability to identify and take broad action against diverters, the DEA increase their quota for opiate and Controlled
Substance production based on demand- which naturally includes diverted medications. The recent Compounded
Annual Growth Rates for opiate and stimulant DEA quotas are a staggering 27.0% and 33.4% respectively (18-19).
Because Divert-X establishes dose-level accountability, it will reduce fraud, street medication supply, and diversion. It
will provide an objective means to identify patients who are misusing opiates and other Controlled Substances and
provide a novel method to combat the epidemic.
The Vatex sales channel will be direct to insurers. We expect that insurers will mandate the use of Divert-X for opiates
and other Controlled Substances for their patient populations once they are convinced of the magnitude of savings that

it will generate. The high volume of Controlled Substance prescribing will ensure that pharmacies are responsive to the
dictates of health insurance payers to dispense using Divert-X. In order to facilitate the cooperation of pharmacies, the
Divert-X device is designed so that it can be filled in a very efficient manner with only a moderately longer pharmacy
process. A dispensing fee for Divert-X will be paid to the pharmacy that is in excess of and in addition to standard
medication dispensing fees. Divert-X adoption will therefore create a new source of revenue for the pharmacy, which
will facilitate co-operation.
Extrapolation from a 2007 insurance industry estimate (20) suggest that opiate misuse results in at least $100 billion in
excess annual medical costs for insurers driven by the costs of emergency room visits, increased physician visits,
diagnostic and drug-test spending, falls and other accidents, and abuse treatment programs. When this economic
burden is considered against the annual volume of 200 million opiate prescriptions, abuse and fraud can be estimated to
cause an average hidden cost burden of $500 in excess medical spending added to every prescription. Vatex’ corporate
goal is to reduce Controlled Substance misuse and diversion by thirty percent. At this level of impact, economic benefit
of approximately $150 per prescription would be generated. The cost of providing a fully integrated Divert-X service is
projected to be less than $30 per prescription; the net benefit to the payer will provide a strong financial incentive for
implementation of the technology. Additionally, some payers will be motivated by the community, societal, and
medical-system benefits that accrue by bringing Controlled Substance issues under control.
Precedent from the medical, behavioral, and economics literature show that Divert-X is likely to be a high-impact
system. Vatex is combining key refinements of historical systems with its own innovation to address a pressing problem.
The medical literature is replete with studies (21-24) showing that compliance to medications not regulated by DEA can
be increased through a variety of actions with corresponding improvements in health and cost. Improving compliance to
Controlled Substance regimens is much more challenging, however, because overconsumption is spurred by
experimentation and addiction, because of the financial windfall for those patients who divert their ongoing
prescriptions (25-30), and because current clinical tools cannot separate authentic patients from those exaggerating the
intensity and duration of disease (31-36). Hence, the literature describing methods that improve Controlled Substance
adherence is sparse. A single European trial has been completed, describing monitored-access blister cards filled with
buprenorphine-naloxone, a drug that is given to opioid addicts (37). The drivers to divert buprenorphine products are
strong and multifaceted, and diversion has become so widespread that the outpatient use of buprenorphine is being
called into question (38). The trial (37) serves as clear precedent for Divert-X because of strong parallels in form-factor
and the focus on Controlled Substances. This small study demonstrated a 39% reduction in treatment costs, principally
from reduced clinic visits.
A small survey of opioid addicted criminal offenders who were receiving or soon to receive buprenorphine-based
Medication-Assisted Treatment (MAT) was conducted for Vatex. The concept of monitoring individual doses
electronically was introduced to each person, along with an illustrative photo. The outcome was that 86% thought that
Divert-X monitoring would reduce diversion (24 of 28) while 14% thought that Divert-X would not change diversion. The
same question was posed to a group of MAT non-offenders who had become addicted from routine medical care – this
group was unanimous in its view that the Divert-X approach is preventive. Regarding the non-offender population,
“every patient who started using opioids after an accident or injury endorsed the idea that such a device would have
saved them from a life of addiction. They believe, pretty unanimously, that such a device would have thwarted that first
period of over-use, before the drugs really caught hold of them” (39).
Vatex contends that it is certain that the deployment of Divert-X will reduce misuse and diversion of opiates. Our
commercialization strategy is to implement sound science to quantify this impact and to leverage the data to secure
adoption among healthcare payers based on alignment with their financial self-interest. While Controlled Substances are
the initial market for Vatex services, a proven drug-safety system would be utilized in other therapeutic areas.
[continues on next page]

Problem

Divert-X Impact

New addictions

Preventative - Observes developing addiction or recreational use,
enables rapid intervention – improving patient outcomes

Drug trafficking, high street
value

Medication-use risk algorithms identify diverters – timely interventions
de-industrialize criminal activity

Unused pills

Insurer-directed incentive to return unused medications quickly reducing exposure (insurer is financially responsible for unrecovered
devices)

Addictive medications

Use of Divert-X will inhibit misuse and emphasize dangers of medication
use and experimentation

High cost of misuse

Reducing misuse and diversion will lead to fewer emergency room visits,
rehabilitation interventions, drug testing, falls and other accidents, and
combat fraud and trafficking

Impact: Divert-X uniquely addresses prescription drug abuse through multiple modalities.
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